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Star Command Galaxies is the ultimate starship simulator. Become Captain and recruit your crew, build your ship, explore a
randomly generated universe and battle alien ship 5d3b920ae0
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So buggy and barely playable. this game is awesome for me i like it like i have to control the galaxy or fight rebels or be a pirate
my self and attack star command there is a little problem tho bugs pls fix them i love your game by the way. On mobile it made
sense. On PC it's a raging dumpster fire. I am upset with myself for having spent money on this absolute garbage. I can get used
to a game with quirky controls and terrible camera, but the UI disappears on the second mission. Making it impossible for me to
even click the "ok" circle to even begin the mission. Save yourself the trouble and don't buy it when it's on sale, and don't pick it
up for free. Knowing what I know now I would have demanded $36,005.00 to even download this garbage.. The game has
slowly been improving, and I appreciate the work the developers are putting into their idea. It has slowly been getting to their
vision of "Open World Star Command", and its been fun to participate in the beta every once and a while when a new update
comes out, thanks for the work Warballoon, I see your struggle.. Only suggesting with thumb up because the game is currently
being worked on and has great potential. However if you read this review, know that the game has lots of bugs right now and it
is early access. I guarantee if you feel this will be an enjoyable bug free experience, you will be disappointed. This is under
heavy' development and bug testing. Numerous game breaking bugs, save and loading problems, ect. The developers are great
btw, they reply to messages and bug fix often.
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